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SURTR'S FURY

The battle for ultimate supremacy is about to begin. Surtr, the god of war, has summoned you to lead his elite battalion, 
and in return for your bravery and victory, he will reward you with priceless riches. Grab your sword and armour and 
prepare for the most epic quest of a lifetime. 

Surtr’s Fury is a 6x5, anywhere pays slot where all you need is 8 matching symbols anywhere on the reels to start winning. 
The winning symbols pay and are then removed to activate the Tumbling Tiles which allow new symbols to tumble down 
and form potentially more winning combinations. Plus, multipliers can take your winnings to a whole new level. 

All it takes is 4 or more Scatter symbols to trigger 15 Free Spins and when the Tumbling Tiles occur, the values of any 
multiplier symbols that land are collected in the Total Multiplier Meter. Then, each win is multiplied by the accumulated 
value. Land 3 or more Scatter symbols and receive an extra 5 Free Spins.

Accelerate your victory with the Buy Free Spins option that instantly activates the Free Spins. 

Surtr is waiting for you… Play Surtr's Fury now!

GAME FEATURES

TUMBLING TILES

Watch the wins come flowing in with the Tumbling 
Tiles that trigger after a winning combination occurs. 
The winning symbols are paid, removed and the 
remaining symbols move down to make room for new 
symbols to tumble down and the possibility of multiple 
consecutive wins. Any Random Multipliers on the reels 
at the end of the Tumbling Tiles are added together 
and the total win from the Tumbles is multiplied. 

FREE SPINS 

Enjoy even more action when 4 or more Scatter 
symbols land and award 15 Free Spins. During the 
Free Spins when Tumbling Tiles occur, the values of all 
multiplier symbols on the reels are collected in the 
Multiplier Meter and wins get multiplied by the 
accumulated value. Enjoy an additional 5 Free Spins 
every time another 3 or more Scatter symbols land.



LANGUAGES

English
German
French
Japanese
Swedish
Czech
Hungarian
Simplified Chinese
Dutch
Italian
Slovak
Latvian

Russian
Finnish
Norwegian
Thai
Polish
Turkish
Portuguese
Spanish
Danish
Romanian
Bulgarian
Greek
Lithuanian

CONFIGURATION

Game Name Surtr's Fury

Game Type Video Slot Game

Game Theme Mythology, Nordic

Lines Anywhere Pays 
(symbols pay anywhere on the reels)

Reel Type 6 x 5

Winning Functionality Left to right based on the value
displayed on symbols

Free Spins Symbol Yes

Aspect Ratio

RTP 96.02%, 94.12% & 88.13%

Special Features • Tumbling Tiles
• Free Spins
• Buy Free Spins
• Boost Feature

Volatility

Max Exposure

Hit Frequency

16:9

 Medium

27.66% for RTP 96.02%
27.66% for RTP 94.12%
25.95% for RTP 88.13%

96.02% - Max multiplier: 5,000x / 
Max win: €500,000

94.12% - Max multiplier: 5,000x / 
Max win: €500,000

88.13% - Max multiplier: 5,000x / 
Max win: €500,000
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For more information about available markets, contact your Account Manager.

GAME CODES

Bet Values Min  - € 0.10
Default - € 2.00 
Max - € 100.00
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